“It’s What’s Up Front That Counts”
Why the Digital Media Creation Process is the Best Bet for the Preservation of
Historical Automotive Documents
www.ahpsoc.org

This Old Ad . . .
“It’s what up front that counts” – This historic 1960s cigarette ad bears no
resemblance to the historic preservation of automotive documentation – except:
This phrase highlights the difference between paper preservation and the
digital approach – and the costs associated with collecting, preserving, and
making available historical automotive documents.
•

In Paper ‐ the document is created, used, and then is deemed ready to preserve.
Once that decision is made, then all efforts go toward keeping it from
deterioration, making it accessible, and ensuring it is not damaged. Paper
preservation is an on‐going perpetual effort to keep deterioration at bay and to
protect it from damage by the user or the staff, who must physically handle it make
it available. (The user must either visit the facility or copies must be made and
forwarded).

•

In Digital – efforts are “up front”. The original is scanned, cleaned if necessary, and
loaded it into the “cloud” (a website). After the “front end” work, protection from
damage & deterioration efforts do not exist and availability is global 24/7/365.

While the up‐front costs in digital preservation seem labor intensive and time
consuming, over the life of a document they are minimal.
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How Historic Documents are Currently
Preserved & Made Available
•

•

•

•

Most of the documentary materials that assist us in the history of the automobile are kept in
paper, then stored in libraries, museums, and warehouses – or are found in the hands of
private collectors.
This ancient practice has some serious faults:
– Paper deteriorates (most modern paper has, at best, a 100‐year life‐span,
– Handling damages it and contributes to deterioration,
– Retrieval and reference is labor intensive, and
– Reference requires going to the location where it is stored or having a copy made and
sent to the user.
Where is it – who has it? Aside from the issue of knowing where materials might be, the
chore of collecting, collating, and reviewing paper material for automotive writers,
researchers, educators, vehicle restorers, and/or enthusiasts is time consuming, labor
intensive ‐ and perhaps even impossible.
Cost, cost, and cost. The cost of paper records keeping has risen to the point that many
organizations are closing their doors or limiting access – especially where the collections are
large and significant. See next page . . .
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The Danger in Paper Preservation
•
•

Labor costs and storage costs for paper have escalated in the last 40 years to the point that
it may be impossible to maintain a paper storage facility and retrieve materials for users.
This notification is more common than you may think.
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The Answer
Digitization is the best solution ‐ but few are trying this approach. Why?

•

•

–

“Not Invented Here” and resistance to change.

–

Lack of technical resources and knowledge.

–

Apathy and frustration and,

–

Fear of startup costs.

However, let’s list the costs of digitizing paper records:
–

Infrastructure – Scanners and PCs.

–

Labor ‐ Papers are scanned, cleaned and digitized – this is the “up front” labor cost.

–

Infrastructure ‐ An Internet Service Provider selected, and a server farm leased. Documents are then loaded into the
“cloud”.

–

Labor/Infrastructure – Website. The stored images are placed on a website that is constructed to allow seamless
access by the user with no human intervention.

–

That’s it.

To Compare, let’s list the traditional costs of preparing paper records for preservation:
–

Labor ‐ Papers must be cataloged

–

Labor/Infrastructure – Paper must be placed in acid free folders and boxes

–

Infrastructure ‐ Filed in the appropriate equipment. For example, oversize items such as brochures, large size
advertisements, stylists’ artwork, etc. require expensive filing equipment

–

Infrastructure ‐ Stored in a temperature & humidity‐controlled space

–

Labor ‐ Repaired and recleaned as the paper deteriorates

–

Labor ‐ Referenced using staff for retrieval. This required labor cost exists for the life of the record.
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Costs Compared ‐ Paper
•

•
•

A list of costs of preparing paper records for preservation:
–

Labor/Cataloging and Index Building – Papers must be cataloged – each paper must be entered in a
computer or paper system that requires a human to reference when someone asks; “do you have?”

–

Labor/Paper Preservation – Paper must be placed in acid‐free folders and boxes to prevent deterioration.
These storage materials are 5‐10 times more expensive than normal.

–

Infrastructure/Filing Equipment ‐ Filed in the appropriate equipment. In historical automotive preservation,
many items are oversize: brochures, large size magazine advertisements, stylists’ artwork, etc.. This requires
expensive filing equipment.

–

Infrastructure/Storage – To prevent paper deterioration, it must be stored in temperature & humidity‐
controlled space. Warehousing these materials without air conditioning can shorten their lifespan by 50%.

–

Labor/Repair and Reclean ‐ Paper deteriorates naturally – especially materials created in the 20th Century
Paper must be monitored, repaired and recleaned as it deteriorates. In some cases it needs to be
encapsulated to be saved.

–

Labor/Reference – Staff must be used to retrieve and refile the materials. This required labor cost goes on
for the entire life of the record.

Labor, labor, labor, and more labor. In a paper system, everywhere one turns, labor is required. Significant
in this method is that for the archive to be successful, labor is paramount to enable reference.
Infrastructure. As a collection grows, more and more space is needed, increasing costs. At some point, the
lack of space will stall collection growth.
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Costs Compared ‐ Digital
•

A list of costs of preparing digital records for preservation:
–

Labor/Cataloging and Index Building – As each document is scanned, it is assigned a name that will allow a
search engine to quickly find it. Thus, each paper is entered in a system visible to the visitor that DOES NOT
require a human intervention when someone asks; “do you have?”.

–

Labor/Paper Scanning – Papers are scanned, and as part of the process, refreshed, using software, with the
intent to return it to as close as possible to its original look. (This step is combined with Labor/Cataloging).

–

Infrastructure/Website – An Internet website is created designed around simple navigation and logical
cataloging. Compared to filing equipment, this cost is fixed and is not impacted by the expansion of the
collection. No oversized or specialized filing equipment is needed.

–

Infrastructure/Storage – The images are stored in the “cloud”, on multiple computers as back up. Increasing
storage costs is minimal compared to increasing storage costs in a physical archive facility.

–

Labor/Repair and Reclean – This step does not exist.

–

Labor/Reference – This step does not exist.

•

95% of labor, is “up front”, and compared to a paper system, equals only the cost paper Index Building ‐
period.

•

Infrastructure. As a collection grows, little more computer storage and “cloud” space is needed. NOTE: one
terabyte, a common server disc size, is estimated to contain 75 million pages, or approximately 19 million
documents, assuming an average of four pages per document.
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Costs Compared – A Recap
•

A list of costs of preparing digital records for preservation:
–

Labor/Cataloging and Index Building – As each document is scanned, it is assigned a name that will allow a
search engine to quickly find it. Thus, each paper is entered in a system visible to the visitor that DOES NOT
require a human intervention when someone asks; “do you have?”.

–

Labor/Paper Scanning – Papers are scanned, and as part of the process, refreshed, using software, with the
intent to return it to as close as possible to its original look. (This step is combined with Labor/Cataloging).

–

Infrastructure/Website – An Internet website is created designed around simple navigation and logical
cataloging. Compared to filing equipment, this cost is fixed and is not impacted by the expansion of the
collection. No oversized or specialized filing equipment is needed.

–

Infrastructure/Storage – The images are stored in the “cloud”, on multiple computers as back up. Increasing
storage costs is minimal compared to increasing storage costs in a physical archive facility.

–

Labor/Repair and Reclean – This step does not exist.

–

Labor/Reference – This step does not exist.

•

95% of labor, is “up front”, and compared to a paper system, equals only the cost paper Index Building ‐
period.

•

Infrastructure. As a collection grows, little more computer storage and “cloud” space is needed. NOTE: one
terabyte, a common server disc size, is estimated to contain 75 million pages, or approximately 19 million
documents, assuming an average of four pages per document.
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The Automotive History Preservation Society
“Preserving the Past for the Future”
We are an IRS approved 501 c3 not for profit public charity
www.ahpsoc.org

The Society ‐ Who We Are
The Automotive History Preservation Society is an IRS 501 c3 not‐for‐profit public charity.
• We operate the web‐based Eric White Digital Documents Library where we acquire, scan,
clean, and store digitized historical automotive documents – available 24/7/365 globally.
• The Library is a sought‐after resource for:
–
–
–
–

•
•

•
•
•

Museums and historical societies.
Educators, students, researchers, publishers, and writers.
Restoration shops.
Automotive hobbyists ‐ and their clubs and associations.

We have stored 250,000 pages of material in the Library www.ahpsoc.org – all are
available and downloadable for FREE.
We actively promote and educate our peers on the methodology of professional digital
collection and preservation of historical documents of the automotive industry ‐ from
inception to the present day.
We solicit interested people to voluntarily help with the hands‐on digital preservation
efforts.
We work to create projects with a specific impact on historical automotive documents.
We search for influential people who can add their voice, weight, and personal and
financial impact to our cause.
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What We Do
The Society has five aspects to its mission:
•
•
•
•

•

Digitization of Documents: We digitally create, restore to original condition, catalog, and
store documents in PDF file format on the Internet in a digital library.
Creation of Standards: We have developed professional standards for digital copying and
restoration that we constantly evaluate and, if necessary, amend.
Developing Projects: We want to work with other institutions to help them define and
find funding for their own digitization projects.
Outreach to Our Customer Base: Beyond the enthusiast, there are major groups that
need our materials: educators, students, researchers, writers, publishers, vehicle
restorers and enthusiasts. We work diligently to inform and encourage these people to
use our library.
Publicizing the Need: The Society recognizes that one significant part of the battle is just
informing the public of the need for digital preservation. As such, we have created a bi‐
monthly newsletter, No Limits, that touts our benefits to the public and mission.
We have a strong presence on Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter where we tout our
accomplishments and inform others of our collections and projects.
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Our History
•

The Society has been in existence since 2010, when it was originally conceived as a lobbying
group for the preservation of automotive history.

•

In 2014, the Society determined that digitization of historical automotive documentation was
the necessary future – not only to ease the huge storage and retrieval costs of paper records,
but to make them accessible world‐wide to any interested party.

•

In that year we began a "proof of concept" program – we acquired a website running
software that would allow us to move forward, we collected, scanned, cleaned, and
converted all images into downloadable PDF, and stored them in our digital library.

•

Working with small donations from about 500 dedicated enthusiasts and with a purely
volunteer staff, we have scanned, cleaned, converted, and stored over 250,000 pages of
historical material: photographs, factory documents of all historical nature, print
advertisements, brochures, and magazines/magazine articles from the 1900s to the 2000s.

•

We operate the Eric White Digital Documents Library on the Web www.ahpsoc.org where
materials are cataloged and available to download for FREE.
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Our Accomplishments
•

•

The Library (www.ahpsoc.org) is very successful. Over 150,000 distinct visitors come to the
website per year, viewing 5 or more documents per visit. Over 1 million pages are viewed
and/or downloaded each year.
We have been so successful that we continually offered (and we accept) thousands of pages
of paper materials from donors who want to see them digitized and stored.

Far beyond our initial expectations, and with little or no advertising, the word has
spread that the Society is the place to send your materials for digital preservation.
We have a backlog of over 500,000 pages of donated material to convert and store –
with a known pipeline of over 1 million more!
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The Library
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The Automotive History Preservation Society
108 W 3rd Street
P.O. Box 467 Perry, MI. 48872
IRS approved 501 c3 not for profit public charity
www.ahpsoc.org

